Question: "why are there so many kinds of organizations"

*+{Hannan, 1977 #2804}

{Campbell, 1969 [1998] #4569}
The key process studied in ecology studies is the process of selection
An
evolutionary
perspective

Link
with
evolution

variation provide the raw material for selection processes

No attention
to variation or
retention

but difficult to exploit
"successful variations"

difficult to identify
causes are unknown

difficult to copy

Organization as the main unit of selection
Early challenge

Organizational taxonomy a must to avoid retrofitting of data
to model {McKelvey, 1982 #5358}

Organization-Environment Persp
agregates of organization exhibit diversity
3 observations {Baum, 2002 #4542}

Intro

organizations are inert compared to environmental changes
organizations appear and disappear continously

originally more focused on differential rates of failure

*+{Hannan,
1977 #2804};
+{Hannan,
1984 #5377}
genesis

Main
argument
of
population
ecology

Founding rate and death rate are related to the fit of a
particular organizational form to fare better in an
environment
Inertia

resource partitioning

*+{Carroll, 1985 #87}

Community

*+{Astley, 1985 #27}

VSR is complete with new organizational forms

reliability and accountability is favorable (legitimacy)

*+{Hannan, 1977 #2804}

age

liability of
newness

routinization

Liability of newness *+{Carroll, 1984 #86} – universal effect
beware of the confounding orgs and org forms!
+{Stinchcombe, 1965 #3618}

create new routines
learn new social roles (not really necessary)
lack endorsement and exchange networks

+{Carroll, 2000 #4805}

Age /
Size
Dependence

size

liability
of
smallness?

pb of legitimacy
adverse scale effect on administrative
Liability of smallness *{Aldrich, 1999 #4224} – not universal but depends on organizational form

but size and age correlated
liability of adolescence: pb just
beyond the "honeymoon period"

{Fichman, 1991 #2645}

+{Ranger-Moore, 1991 #3420}
and age factor not so simple

already hinted by +{Stinchcombe, 1965 #3618} in imprinting

liability of aging

org reflect their founding, therefore, less likely
to fit to environment with aging

Obsolescence: misfit with environment
Senescence: negative effect of age (endogenous)

age dependence may vary across population

*{Baum, 1996 #42}
e.g. may be dependent on strategy

{Henderson, 1999 #2853}

Inertia: The main result of environment is in the birth and death rates due to a basic
organizational property of inertia +{Hannan, 1984 #5377}

Demographic
Processes

Inertia not as “no change” but inadequate
change to respond to speed of environment
internal inertia
structural
inertia
theory

external inertia

Inertia as the result of selection pressures
and not managerial incompetence

politics
public legitimation of organizational activity
claimed at founding

core features

isolated from the environment
vs peripheral features: isolated the core

age and size increase inertia
confirmed in other lit, like learning with the concept of disposable organization
Org Change

go beyond content of change for process of change

change creates risk

+{March, 1995 #3147}

+{Barnett, 1995 #2304}

reconcile adaptation +{Thompson, 1967 #519} vs. inertia
Lit Review

*+{Amburgey, 1993 #15}

Change
History
and
Momentum

momentum can be about changes
"memory effects"

org search processes *+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126} becomes routinized

Org
Level
{Baum,
2002
#4542}

what if stakeholder favor reliability and hamper beneficial changes?
large firm may be more able to mix old and new routines during transition
Is change beneficial?
core change not necessarily disruptive, does not improve long term survival *{Baum, 1996 #42}

Analysis of Finish Newspaper industry *+{Amburgey, 1993 #15} validates both structural
inertia and momentum
Conclusions

Momentum validated in various studies see {Baum, 2002 #4542}, p310 for list
Age and Size dependence test not very conclusive *{Baum, 1996 #42}

niche: domain of unique environmental resources
realised niche: after convergence, when not fitted forms are eliminated
Niche
width
theory
*+{Hannan,
1977
#2804}
Niche
Width
Dynamics

fine grain: small and quick changes
coarse grained: longer term changes
specialist: will ride out fine grain changes because of better efficiency, and quick return to normal
generalist: will perform in coarse grain changes (slack enable survivability)
generalist will ride out changes better
contradict classic contingency theory

+{Thompson, 1967 #519}, {Katz, 1966
#4517}, {Lawrence, 1967 #315}

*+{Carroll, 1985 #87}
with economy of scales, generalist occupy center of market

Resource partitioning

Ecological
Processes

free peripheral resources for specialists
proved in the brewery market +{Carroll, 2001 #4807}, and many others
see nice summary in {Pfeffer, 1997 #409}
Pop Dynamics

previous founding or failure signal opportunity or threat
not well supported
Large empirical support for density dependence

Density dependence {Hannan, 1992 #2802}
Pop
Dynamics
and
density
dependence

Decrease in failure rate – mutualistic

at low density , legitimation processes dominates

Increase in failure rate – competitive

at high density, competition dominates
Curvilinear effect of density on the
birth +{Hannan, 1989 #5058}

Curvilinear effect on death rates {Baum, 1995 #4600} p 534-535

inverted U shape relationship between density and founding
density legitimizing effect applies on a larger
geographic scale than competition!

U shape for density and failure

+{Hannan, 1995 #2803} on the automotive manufacturers

difficult because no pre-existing attributes (like for failure)
could go for pop substructures (with differential founding), but arbitrary
{Lomi, 1996 #5371}

Demography
of
founding

Central
Questions

when?: regional/local factors

when controlled for localized founding rates, ecological processes (density dependence,
resource partitions) are weakened but still significant
+{Baum, 1997 #4787}

what?: relational factors

size, price can be traded off if a founding happen in a given location, depending of pre
existing competition

respecification usually does not take into account social structure
Agregates and structure

sometimes taken into account as a relational attribute

{Baum, 1992 #4581}

but full network analysis have not been carried
density and institutional

respecifying
density
dependence

density
and
competitive

density assume institutional pressure of cognitive type
but institutional can have other form, and should be independently measured

may not be all competiting against
each other, for instance size
stratification

+{Ranger-Moore, 1991 #3420}

indeed, extend to other stratification: price, location, etc.

+{Baum, 1997 #4787}

a model of localized competition
accounting for concentration

larger firms seems to have an advantage
so models should take into account differentiated failure rates with size

Density dependence is property of population or individuals contribute differentially to
competition? {Baum, 1995 #4600}

DD

Size localized competition {Baum, 1995 #4600}

Cont/Fut/Emer
issues
Limitations of
density
dependence
(pde)

Death rates closely linked to uniformity of particular features and not just the borad
organizational form {Baum, 1992 #4581}
Not just the density but the mass of organizational populations important, bigger players
have more competitive intensity +{Barnett, 1987 #2303}
Resource
partitioning
*+{Carroll,
1985 #87}

Division of resources between generalists and specialists
Niche width
The results of density dependence reversed for niche players

classic org pop models around Logistics and Lokta-Volterra equations generate non linear phenomenom
Complexity

Baum and Silverman 1999 proved that 54% of founding and failure series were "complex"
rather than random (13%) or orderly (29%)

Resource Partitioning

could be coming from geometric properties of utility preferences of consumers

+{Peli, 1999 #4963}

see whole critical review in {Young, 1988 #3817}
Pop Ecol is environmental deterministic, so not much role for agency

+{Donaldson, 1995 #3916}

Density is measured as absolute number, but 100 firms may be a lot in some niche, and not much in others
Method
Critique

Performance and selection “Studies in organizational mortality never discriminate either
the voluntary nature of the disappearance or the economic returns to those involved in
organization that disappears” {Pfeffer, 1997 #409} p163.

Niche width not taking into account much of temporal variation (too focused on spatial)

tradeoff precision and realism for generality

*{Singh, 1993 #484}
little theoretical explainations

a harsh criticism in +{Young, 1988 #3817}
Symbiosis: "inter-dependence of unlike forms" {Hawley, 1950 [1986] #2835}
Commensalism: "co-action of like forms" {Hawley, 1950 [1986] #2835}
Pop constitutes communities, and represent different org forms

but taxonomical difficulties

research objectives: ex: different categories of newspapers
Populations

Common
sense
definition

or defined by
socially
sanctionned
identity

+{Pólos, 2002 #5384}
eq. strategic groups: shared attributes and difficulty to cross boundaries

Definitions

(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com

stated goals (legitimacy and resources mobilization)

Communities

defined relatively to core
characteristics based on core
characteristics similar to those used by
organizational ecologists +{Hannan,
1984 #5377}

authority relations
core technology
market strategy
see {Rao, 2002 #4552} for a review of various core
attribute usage in literature

similar to "organizational field" *+{DiMaggio, 1983 [1991] #4585}

Ecol

Selection: symbiotic and commensalistic relations

VSR
Community Evolution

New Orgs: from entrepreneurs exploiting technological and institutional shocks

Stratification and Community position entail inequalities

Competition usually
intertwined with
mutualism

Community
Structure

InterOrg
{Rao,
2002
#4552}

population moves from inter-population to inter-community

Full and Predatory competition

Lokta-Volterra, sophistication to
population of the Logistic model.
Can represent:
Lit Rev

ex: primary education and secondary education

Full mutualism

{Shapiro, 1999 #3557} on the wintel standard

+{Barnett, 1987 #2303} for
telephone companies in Iowa

usually, mutualism only when symbiotic, same niche or geography
when between niches or technology, always competitive

relates pop ecology to status by studied league
dynamic in minor league baseball

+{Land, 1994 #3024}

"structural mutualism"

centrality pays off

imply tight coupling, and risk of collapse

With stabilization, closure leads
to competitive saturation

{Saxenian, 1994 #3504} on Silicon Valley and route 128

Qualitative models

emergence of the web community {Hunt, 1998 #5385}
Community Formation, change and collapse

modification of the thrift industry *{Haveman, 1997 #236}

Is community the right unit of analysis? (DiMaggio 1994)
Communities as bond by commensalism and symbiotic are just right. Over generalization
will desocialize the analysis (Barnett 1994)

Coherence of communities

Reconcialiation?: take into account various dimensions, for instance potential mobilization
along ethnic or professional lines {Rao, 2002 #4552}, p 549
selection at community level depends on tight coupling +{Weick, 1976 #3740} among
populations suggested by *{Aldrich, 1999 #4224}

Alternative
"coherence"
debate

Contemp
Issues
and
Debates

if selection is operating at multiple levels, tight coupling not necessary (Sober 1998)
not necessarily, overexploitation can happen in
quasi-stabilized system

does pattern of organization reflect functional quality?
Organization
of
communities

"neutral"
relationships: why
are they common?

*{Aldrich, 1999 #4224}: because most system are loosely coupled for evolutionary reasons
or do we fail to detect interaction?

cultural institutionalism identify instit entrepreneurs with purposive goals, so social
movement! {Fligstein, 1996 #2654}

creation and
change of
boundaries with
social
movements

a conflict orientation?

boundaries as truce

{Rao, 1998 #5365} watchdog organizations
as truce b/t newspapers

so: what are the interaction b/t social movements and communities

Dir for future research

community networks are causes
and consequences of
population life

How alliances, partnerships, etc. cut across populations
Cross boundaries

problem spill from profession, leading to creation of new ones

focus Profession

*{Abbott, 1988 #1}

example: Morrill (2001) show the emergence of ADR at the juncture of legal and social work professions
Definitions

*{Galunic, 2002 #4532}

"applies ecological concepts to explain the processes occurring within organizations"

see litterature in Evolutionary
but not level specific (in particular intraorg)

{Aldrich, 1979 #5357}: VSR in an Open system perspective

attempts to classify in a taxonomy-like fashion

{McKelvey, 1982 #5358}

*{Nelson, 1982 #377}

Literature Review

competence elements "comps" evolve, so an intraOrg angle
introduce routines
but interOrg oriented, so silent on intraOrg ecology

{Burgelman, 1983 #2410}, *{Burgelman, 1994 #77}: intracorporate ventures

Burgelman

*{Burgelman, 1991 #76}: explicit intra org ecology
Strategy process can be describe w/ VSR
Different level of design/intent

Miner choose the "job" level

induced: from retained strategy direction, closely related variations
"autonomous": less planned, emergent, from lower level routines; validation through environmental fit

{Miner, 1991 #4213}, {Miner, 1994 #3220}
good empirical study, quantitative

play the same roles as genes in biological system: consequential replicators
Routines
Model

Most favorable routines are reproduced more often

Tacitness affects reproduction *+{Zander, 1995 #581}: codifiable, teachable, complexity

stored in procedural memory? {Cohen, 1994 #116}
Selective Breeding (Lamarckian) more adapted than natural selection (Darwinian) in many cases ?
Interaction Processes: mainly competition and complementarity
Replication processes: routines as genealogical entities (born, grow, etc.)
Burgelman shows a pure Darwinian fight between various potential strategies
Competition b/t routines

Miner exhibits an interesting embededness mechanism: job holders with more resources will
survive more (individual/routine)
IntraOrg entity (division), as a bundle of routines, that fight for charters; fitness relatively
to environment {Galunic, 1996 #4007}

routines can assemble in bundles (technology for instance)
Orgs are configurations of consistent and
complementary elements

*{Tushman, 1986 #528}

{Miller, 1984 #3219} (no use of "routine", but good proxies)

Baron Kreps 1999: complementary functions in HR; for instance, annual review practice
complement incentive scheme
Complementarity
b/t
routines

Most visible in case of transfer, where absorptive
capacity of the receiving orgs is crucial

*{Szulanski, 1996 #508}

complementary can be symbolic (see HP long term employment and training policies)
Technical and Conceptual can mix: see at IDEO
meta-routines
coordinate other
routines

Interact.
Processes

+{Hargadon, 1997 #2811}

{Brown, 1997 #2403}
see also dynamic capabilities: *{Galunic, 1998 #2684}, *{Teece, 1997 #514}

internal (org) selection or environmental?

fit to surrounding routines

selection
regime
Selection Mechanisms

IntraOrg

organization performance mechanism
assumed by *{Nelson, 1982 #377},

{Meyer, 1994 #3207} claims that internal selection may not lead to higher level performance
comparison
to peer
(int
compet)

ex: goal displacement {Michels, 1966 #3894}
*{Burgelman, 1994 #77} also emphasizes need for fit of
internal selection to external environment

g
*{Galunic,
2002
#4532}

Job of manager to ensure variety and internal selection consistent with external
constraints {Miner, 1994 #3220}
Even then, supertitious learning can happen {Argyris, 1978 #2264} {Miner, 1996 #3221}, or
misattribution {Senge, 1990 #472}
Only clear failure ensure proper learning {Sitkin, 1992 #4029}
Overall, as suggested by {Campbell, 1969 [1998] #4569}, beware of the functional fallacy to
assume that any evolution is adaptative
imitation *{March, 1958 [1993] #337}
More efficient at doing what was already done

reproduce rather than create

more likely if it was successful {Amburgey, 1992 #2247} {Schein, 1992 #3512}
even when disfunctional! *+{Zander, 1995 #581}

Contemp Issues
*{Nelson, 1982 #377}

depend on how articulable and
observable is knowledge

Reproduction

*+{Zander, 1995 #581} *{Szulanski, 1996 #508}

Getting explicit articulation not always possible
Reproduction in a new firm even more difficult
reproduction
is not easy

see "mimetic isomorphism" in NeoInstit

direct bias: imitate only those consistent with existing routines

Various Biases {Boyd,
1985 #2385} *{Kogut, 1996
#301}

indirect: imitate those adopted by model org.
frequency: imitate most popular

Operationally {Bartlett, 1995 #2325}
Transfert
of routines
tough

Replication
Processes

Requires "absorbive capacity" on the receiving end *+{Cohen, 1990 #115}
learning new routines is a meta routine!

Schumpeterian principle that invention derives from recombination of existing knowledge
*{Galunic, 1998 #2684}

Variation

improvisation, new rules depend on environment uncertainty ambiguity {Zhou, 1993 #4231}
{Miner, 1991 #4213} on job types
Little work (difficult to measure!)
Death

*{Burgelman, 1994 #77} on strategy exits

Life cycle theory (van de Ven and Poole 1995): natural duration for any thing, and death is only last step
Death due to cognitive overload

Procedural memory stores routines {Cohen, 1994 #116}, but is limited in size

Protection against death by instituitionalization? {Scott, 1987 #3544}
classically, processes are assumed gradual, incremental
Challenges to incrementalism, around
punctuated equilibrium paradigm
{Eldredge, 1972 #160}
Macro
level
patterns

{Anderson, 1990 #2255}
Triggers?: performance (Anderson) or time transition (Gersick)
{Gersick, 1991 #196}

{Brown, 1997 #2403}
Neo incrementalist?

*+{Hannan, 1977 #2804} claim of inertia is incrementalist, but identify its misadaptation,
hitting to drastic changes

Convergent framework {Miller, 1980 #3218}

organization change all the time, but sometimes it is
convergent (incremental), sometimes divergent

routine or bundle of routines? *{Aldrich, 1999 #4224}
What is the unit of selection?
managers protected against consequences: slack *+{Cyert, 1963 [1992] #126},
Derived from Selfish Gene debate: what is the
selection entity? {Dawkins, 1989 #5360}

Unsolved Issues

Cross level?
Critiques?

Is adaptation (compet/fit) to local conditions or enhancing fit of carrying org?

IntraOrg ecology very different from PopEcology
Downward causation (from pop to routines) stronger than upward (routines to pop)
Study more adaptation of change, rather than whether it is punctuated/incremental, or
nature of routines ?

08. Culture

7. Pop Eco

is it organization or routines that is selected?

{Weeks, 2003 #550}
{Carroll, 1998 #88}

17. Self/Identity
theories follow VSR
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"Organizational Demography and Culture: Insights from a Formal Model and Simulation. "

{Hannan, 2005 #5725}

review "Ecologies of Organizations: Diversity and Identity"

selection: Ecology
adaptation: contingency, resource dependence, institutional

